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Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact space X, let M be the maximal 
ideal space of A, and consider an element f of A. Choose a component W of 
@\f(X). In 1963 Bishop showed that {y in M If(y) E W} can be made into a 
one-dimensional complex analytic space provided there is a subset G of W 
having positive area such that for each X in G {y in M 1 f(y) = h} is finite. We 
show that the hypothesis of “positive area” may be replaced by “positive 
exterior capacity” and that no weaker condition will suffice. 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A a uniform algebra on X. Denote 
by M the maximal ideal space of A. For f in A and h in C we put f -l(h) = 
{YEWf(Y) = A>, and for each subset S of C, f-‘(s) = {y E M / f(y) E S}. 
Also, if X E @, #f-l(X) denotes the cardinality of f-‘(A). In [3] Bishop proved 
the following theorem which is fundamental in the theory of polynomial 
approximation on curves in Cn: 
THEOREM 1. Let X, A, M, f be as above. Let W be a component of C\ f (X). 
Assume that there exists a subset G of W such that: 
(1) G has positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
(2) For each h in G, #f-l(h) is Jinite. 
Then there exists an integer n such that for every h in W, #f-l(A) < n. Further- 
more, f-‘(W) can be given the structure of a one-dimensional complex analytic 
space such that each g in A is analytic on this space. 
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A partial generalization of this result for the case when for each h in G 
#f-l(h) is assumed to be denumerably infinite was obtained by Basener in [2], 
using a remark of Cole. 
In this paper we show that in hypothesis (1) above, “positive measure” 
can be replaced by “positive exterior capacity.” Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let X, A, M, f, W be as above. Assume that there exists a 
subset G of W such that: 
(3) G has positive exterior capacity. 
(4) For each h in G, #f-‘(A) is jkite. 
Then there exists an integer n such that for ewry h in W, #f-l(h) < n. Further- 
more, f-‘(W) can be given the structure of a one-dimensional complex analytic 
space such that each g in A is analytic on this space. 
This is proved in Section 1. The method of proof follows exactly the technique 
exposed by Aupetit in [l] to study the spectrum in Banach algebras. In addition, 
our proof uses uses some of the arguments of Bishop in [3] as well as Theorem 1 
given by Wermer in [8]. 
In Section 2 we prove the corresponding extension of the result of Basener 
in [2]. 
In Section 3, we show that the condition that G has positive exterior capacity 
which is assumed in Theorem 2 cannot be weakened. We exhibit the following 
EXAMPLE. Let E be a compact subset of the open unit disk U of capacity 0. 
Then there exists a uniform algebra A on a compact space X and there exists 
an element f of A such that: 
(i) f(X) is the unit circle, and so E C @Z\ f (X). 
(ii) #f-l(h) = 1 whenever h is in E. 
(iii) #f-‘(X) = a~ whenever h E U\E. 
This Example was constructed by Miss Hsuan-Pei Lee, and is a modification 
of an example we had constructed in the case when E is a countable set. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In the proof we shall make use of properties of subharmonic functions. 
Let 52 be a region in C and let u be a function on 9 taking values in R u {- a}. 
u is called subharmonic in D if 
(4 u is upper semicontinuous in Q, i.e., 
py u(4 < 4&J for each h, in 9. 
A$ 
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(b) For each X, in Q and each r such that the disk 1 h - X, < r is con- 
tained in Sz, 
We use the convention that the function which is identically --co in Q 
is subharmonic in Sz. For the theory of subharmonic functions, and for the 
notion of capacity, we refer the reader to [6], and for some results to [4] and [5]. 
We shall use the following: 
PROPOSITION A. A function subharmonic in a region and equal to --oo on 
a set of positive exterior capacity is identically - 00 in the region. 
This is due to Cartan (see [4, pp. 57-581). 
PROPOSITION B. Let u be a nonnegative subharmonic function on a plane 
region Q. Assume that for each /3 in C the function h + 1 es* 1 u(X) is subhwmcmic 
in Q. Then log u is subharmonic in Q. 
See [5, p. 151. 
A set EC C is said to be nonthin at h, if h, E E and if for every function u 
subharmonic in a neighborhood of A, we have 
PROPOSITION C. A plane region 52 is nonthin at each of its boundary points 
[4, P. 891. 
Let now A, X, M, f, W be as in the statement of Theorem 2. We introduce 
some notation. Fix g in A. For X in W 
47(4 = df -‘(@) = MY) I Y Ef -w c c 
-WV = Max0 z I 1 z E &G%, 
~~(4 = Max /&-I~~&#)/, 
d,(X) = diameter of K,(h). 
It is not hard to see that the map: X H K,(X) is upper semicontinuous in 
the sense that given A,, in Wand E > 0 there exists r > 0 such that / X - h, 1 < r 
implies K,(h) C K,(h,) + B(0, 6) where B(0, c) = {z ( / z 1 < c}. It follows that 
the functions 2, and d, are upper semicontinuous in W. 
LEMMA 1. Fix g in A. Then log 27, is subharmonic in W. 
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This is proved in [8] as Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. Fix g in A. Then d, is subharmonic in W. 
Proof. For every closed subset S of @, the diameter of S is given by the 
expression 
Hence the diameter of K,(h), d,(X), is given by 
(5) 
Since eaQ is in A, Lemma 1 gives that log(max j eorg 1) is subharmonic in W 
for each fixed oi, as a function off -l(X). Th e same holds with g replaced by -g. 
It follows from (5) that d, satisfies the mean-value inequality in W. As we 
saw earlier, also, d, is upper semicontinuous in W. So d, is subharmonic in W. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Fix g in A. Then log d, is subharmonic in W. 
Proof. By Proposition B, it suffices to show that for each /I in C the function 
1 esA 1 d,(A) is subharmonic in W. 
Fix /3 in @. Then eefg is in A, and if we put h = e*f . g, then we have 
K,(h) = @" . g( f -yq, 
whence d,(h) = 1 eaA 1 d,(h). It follows by Lemma 2 that / eBA 1 d,(h) is sub- 
harmonic in W. This holds for each ,fI. So we are done. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let X, A, M, f, W be as above. Assume there exists a set E con- 
tained in W such that E has positive exterior capacity and such that #f-‘(X) = 1 
for every h in E. Then #f-l(h) = 1 for every h in W. 
Proof. Fix g in A. For every h in E the set g( f -i(h)) is a singleton and so 
d,(h) = 0. Hence log d, = -co at each point of E. By Proposition A it follows 
that log d, is identically = -co, since by the preceding Lemma log d, is 
subharmonic in W. Hence d, = 0 identically in W. Thus g( f-l(h)) is a singleton 
for every h in W. 
Let /\ be a point in W. If #f-l(h) # 1, then we can choose g in A so that 
g( f -I(/\)) is not a singleton. This is a contradiction. So #f-l(h) = 1. Q.E.D. 
Next let G be the set occurring in the statement of Theorem 2, satisfying 
(3) and (4). For n = 1,2,... we put 
A,, = {X in W 1 #f-l(X) = n}. 
580/28/3-S 
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Then G c l-l,“=, A, . Denote by c+ the exterior capacity, which is defined 
for all subsets of C. We claim that there exists some n such that c+(A,) > 0. 
Else the subadditivity of c+ would imply that c+(G) < Cz=‘=, c+(A,) = 0, 
contrary to hypothesis. So the claim is true and we fix n with c+(A,) > 0. 
We next claim that there is some point h, in A, such that for every disk A 
centered at h, , c+(A, n d) > 0. If this were false, then for every h in A,, 
we have a neighborhood U(h) of h with c+( U(h)) = 0. Without loss of generality, 
the sets U(X) can be taken from a countable basis for the topology of W. Since 
the sets U(h) with X in A, together cover A,, and since cf is subadditive, 
we conclude that c+(An) = 0. This is a contradiction, and so the claim is proved. 
LEMMA 5. Fix n such that c+(A,) > 0. Choose h, in A,, such that every 
disk centered at X, meets A, in a set of positive exterior capacity. Then there exists 
a disk D centered at h, such that #f-l(h) = n for every X in fi. 
Proof. In the proof of this Lemma we follow the arguments of Bishop 
in [3], as presented in [7, Sect. 111. 
Choose a disk D centered at h, so small that f-l(D) splits into n disjoint 
closed sets each of which contains one point in f-l@,). Denote the points 
of f -l(,+,) by p, , Y = I,2 ,..., n, and let J,. denote the component of f-l(D) 
which contains p, , for r = 1, 2 ,..., n. For each r let B, denote the uniform 
closure on 1,. of the restriction of A to J,. . By [7, pp. 65-661, we have for each r: 
(6) The maximal ideal space of B, is 1,. . 
(7) The Silov boundary of B, is mapped by f into the boundary aD of D. 
(8) f maps 1,. onto D. 
Fix r. Denote by S the Silov boundary of B,. . We now regard B, as a uniform 
algebra on S. Since f maps S into aD by (7), the interior B of D is contained 
in C\ f (S). Consider the point 5 in B n A, . Suppose two distinct point in 
J? map into 5 under f. By (8) f or each k # r some point in Jlc maps into 5 
under f. Thus at least n + 1 points in M map into 5 under f, which contradicts 
the fact that 5 is in A, . Thus there exists precisely one point in Jr which f 
maps into 5. This is true for every 5 in B n A, . Also B n A, has positive 
exterior capacity, by choice of h, . Finally, by (6), Jr is the maximal ideal space 
of B, . 
We now apply Lemma 4 with S, B, , JT , f playing the roles of X, A, M, f 
in the statement of the Lemma, and for W we choose the component of C\ f (S) 
containing fi. L? n A, is a set of positive exterior capacity contained in this 
component, and every point in B n A, is taken on exactly once by f in the 
maximal ideal space of B, . Lemma 4 yields that for each X in ti 3 a unique 
point in JV which f maps on /\. 
Since this is true for each r, r = 1,2,..., n, #f-l(h) > n for each h in D. 
We shall show that equality holds for each h in B. If not, then for some h in B 
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3y in f-r(h) with y $ UR1 Jr. Let K be the connected component of f-r(D) 
which contains y. For each r, K is disjoint from Jr . Lemma 11.3 of [7] gives 
that if J is a connected component of f-l(D) such that f(J) meets d, then 
f(J)1 D. Hence f(K) r) D. In particular, 3 p in K with f(p) = A,, . Since 
p $ (Ja, J,. , this is a contradiction. So equality holds, as claimed. 
Thus the disk D has the property asserted in the Theorem. Q.E.D. 
We could now appeal to Bishop’s theorem (Theorem 1) to finish the proof 
of Theorem 2, since the disk D we have just obtained could serve as the set G 
in Theorem 1. However, we shall give an independent proof, based on potential 
theory, for the following Lemma: 
LEMMA 6. Let n be as in the preceding Lemma. Then for every h in W we have 
#f-V) d ?z. 
We need several preliminary results. Recall the definitions of r,(A) and 
K,(h) given earlier. We denote by &,(A) the polynomially convex hull of K,(h) 
in C. 
LEMMA 7. Fix g in A a&$x h, E W. Fix a complex number 01 with cx $ I&&,). 
Then r8--ar is subharmonic in a neighborhood of A, . 
Proof. It is easy to verify that Y~-~ is upper semicontinuous in a neighborhood 
of A,. Let K be a compact polynomially convex set such that a! $ K and 
&,(A) C &. Then th ere exists s > 0 such that j X - A,, 1 < s implies &(A) C k 
By Runge’s theorem, there exists a sequence (Pn} of polynomials with 
uniformly on K as n + co. Hence 
I Pnk(YN + , g(y;- a! / 
uniformly for y in f -‘(I h - A0 [ < s), and hence 
pointwise and boundedly for X in [ X - A,, 1 < s. By Lemma 1, log ZPItg) is 
subharmonic in W for each n and so ZP,cs) itself is subharmonic in W. Hence 
rg-. is subharmonic in 1 h - A,, / < s. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. Let E be a subset of W which is nonthin at X, E W. Let p be an 
integer szlch that #f-l(X) < p for each X in E. Then #f-Q,) < p. 
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Pyoof. Suppose that #f-l(&) > p. Let yr ,ys ,...,ys+r be distinct points 
in f-i(&). Choose g in A such that the values of g at the yj are all distinct. 
Thus #&(/\a) > p + 1, and hence the boundary of J@+,) contains p f 1 
distinct points tar , pz ,..., ps+i . Choose r > 0 such that the disks Di of center pi 
and radius Y are mutually disjoint. For each j choose a point cyj in nj with 
1 01j - pj j < r/3 and aj $ Kg(&). 
Assertion 1. 3X in E such that r,-,i(h) > +~,-,~(h,) for each i. 
Assume that Assertion 1 has been proved, and choose h accordingly. For 
each i there is some point pi in f-‘(x) such that 
%-ai(4 = , g(pj;- (yi , . 
Also, since pi E aZ?g(I\O), pi E &(A,,), so 
Thus 
1 
Hence for each i, g(pJ belongs to the disk Di and so all the numbers g(pJ 
are distinct, whence #K,(h) > p + 1. But X E E and so #f-l(h) < p by 
hypothesis, whence #K,(X) < p. This is a contradiction, and so #f-l(&) < p, 
as desired. It remains to establish Assertion 1. 
Put ui = yg-,, for each i. By Lemma 7, we can find a neighborhood U of h, 
such that each U; is subharmonic in U. Put q~ = Crzrr ui . Then 9) is subharmonic 
in U. Since E is nonthin at /\,, , there exists a sequence {hK) in E n 15’ such that 
hk --+ X, and lim, v(X,) = y(b). Let L = k&xk,, I+@,). Fix E > 0. For fixed j, 
%(ib) = ~A-Ao %(‘\I and so for large K, zcj(h,) < z&J + E. We can find 
arbitrarily large Iz with z+(h,) < L + E. So for arbitrarily large k, we have 
e+1 9+1 
d&J -=c L + G + c (Go,) + 6) = L + (P + lb + c %(hJ 
j=2 j=2 
Hence 
dh) G L + (P + lb + c Go). 
j=2 
It follows that u,(X,) < L + (p + 1) E and so z+(h) < L. Hence iii&,,, q(h,) < 
u#J < limk+, u,(bJ, and so 44,) = 1 im q(h,). The same is true for each ui , 
j = 2, 3 ,..., p + 1. Choosing /\ = h, for large k, then, we get Assertion 1. 
Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 6. Let n and D be as in Lemma 5. Then #f-l(h) = n 
for every h in Is. Denote by 9 the family of all connected open subsets V 
of W such that D C V and such that #f-‘(X) = n for every h in V. Denote 
by U the union of all the sets in fl. Evidently U belongs to F and no element 
of % properly includes U. 
A connected open set is nonthin at each of its boundary points, (Proposition C), 
and so U is nonthin at each boundary point. By Lemma 8, if h E aU n W, 
then #f-l(X) < n. Put 
F = {h 1 h E aU n Wand #f-l(X) < 11 - l}. 
We claim (a) F is closed in W, and (b) c+(F) = 0. 
Choose a sequence {h,} in F with h, -pin W. ThenpEaUso#f-r(p) = n 
or #f-l(p) < n - 1. Suppose the first case occurs. Every disk centered at p 
meets U in a set of positive exterior capacity. Hence by Lemma 5, A, contains 
a disk centered at CL. But for large K, h, lies in that disk, so we have a contradic- 
tion. Hence #f-l(p) < n - 1, and so TV is in F. So claim (a) is proved. 
Suppose c+(F) > 0. Now F C uyi-‘F A Ai and so it follows that for some J’ 
with j < 7t - 1, c+(Aj n F) > 0. Applying Lemma 5 with i taking the place 
of n we conclude that there exists a disk d centered at some point of Aj A F 
with A C Aj . Since A meets U we have a contradiction. So c+(F) = 0, and 
(b) holds. 
Since F is a closed set of capacity 0, it follows that the complement of F 
is connected [4, Property 6, pp. 38-391. 
We next claim that U is dense in W. Since every point h in aU n W is such 
that #f-1(/\) < n, once this claim is proved it follows that #f-l(h) < n for 
every h in W. Suppose U is not dense in W. Choose /3 in W\a, and fix 01 in U. 
Choose a polygonal line I’ joining 01 to p which does not meet F. Let y be the 
first point on I’ which lies on au. Then #f-l(y) < n and since y 4 F, 
#f-l(y) = II. By Lemma 5 there exists a disk centered at y with D’ C A, . 
Then U v D’ is in F and contains U strictly. This is a contradiction. So U 
is dense in W. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Lemma 6 gives the first assertion of Theorem 2 To 
obtain the second assertion, regarding analytic structure in f-l(W), we appeal 
to the argument of Bishop in [3], or to the exposition of this argument in 
[7, Sect 111. 
2. EXTENSION OF BASENRR’S THEOREM 
We shall sketch the proof of 
THEOREM 3. Let X, A, M, f, W be as above. Assume there exists a compact 
set G C W such that: 
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(3’) G has positive exterior capacity. 
(4’) For each X in G, f-'(X) is denumerably injkite or f&e. 
Then there exists a nonempty open subset off -l(W) which can be give-n the 
structure of a one-dimensional complex analytic space such that each g in A is 
analytic on this space. 
When instead of (3’) one assumes that G has positive plane measure, the 
result was proved by Basener in [2]. We shall not give here all the details of 
the proof, as they are similar to those in [2]. We shall indicate only the modifica- 
tions to prove the fundamental 
Assertion. If f-‘(W) is nonempty, then there exists p in f-l(W) with a 
neighborhood in M which is an analytic disk through p. 
Indication of proof. Suppose on the contrary that no point off-l(W) has a 
neighborhood which is an analytic disk. We shall use this assumption to 
construct z E G such that f-‘(z) is uncountable, giving a contradiction. We 
may replace G by the set G’ = {z j z E G such that for every disk d centered 
at z c+(d n G) > O}. Then G’ is compact and every disk centered at a point 
of G’ meets G’ in a set of positive capacity. So without loss of generality, we 
can suppose that c+(d n G) > 0 for every disk centered at a point of G. 
Since f-l(W) is nonempty, we have f (f-l(W)) = W. By Theorem 2 and 
the assumption that no point off-l(W) h as a neighborhood which is an analytic 
disk, there exist z, in G and x ,, , x1 in M such that f (x0) = f (x1) = z1 . As in 
Basener’s proof, we conclude that there are disjoint compact A-convex neigh- 
borhoods N”, of xi, , with the properties Nii C f -l( W), z, 4 f (aNil), and f (Nil) 
is a neighborhood of zi , il = 0,l. If we choose or with 0 < l 1 < 1 so that 
(Al) lx 1 I z - ~1 I < 4 Cf (N,,)V(aN,,), i1 = 0, 1 
by the help of Lemma 4 and some technicalities, we have 
w C+{Z 1 1 z - z1 ( < E, z E G, #f-l(z) n Nil = l} = 0. 
So as in step n + 1 of [2], we can inductively define sequences (zn} in G, 
Ed > 0, X, E M, N, C M where c is an n-tuple (i1 ,. .., i,J with if = 0 or 1 for 
1 < j < n, satisfying the following conditions: the 2” points X, are all distinct; 
N, n NC, = ~3 if c # c’; N, Cfidl...in--l if n > 1; E, < I/$; 0 < 
I%+1- z, I < E, and 
6%) {z 1 I z - zn I G 4 =f (NJ If @NC), 
W c+(z ) z E G, j z - z, J < en , #f-l(z) n NC = l} = 0. 
By the above construction {x,} is a Cauchy sequence converging to z in G. 
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Let I = (il , ia ,... ) be an arbitrary infinite sequence of O’s and 1’s. Some subnet 
of the sequence xi, , xiri, ,..., zciliz.+, ,... converges to a point x, in ikl, and by 
continuity f(x,) = z. The set of such I is uncountable, and it is not difficult 
to conclude that the set of x1 is uncountable, which is a contradiction of our 
assumption that f-l( ) z is d enumerable. So the assertion holds. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
We shall now construct the Example described in the Introduction. We are 
given a compact set E in the open unit disk such that E has capacity 0. Our 
aim is to construct a uniform algebra A on a space X such that properties 
(i), (ii), and (iii), as stated in the Introduction, are satisfied. 
By a theorem of Evans [6, p. 751 there exists a positive mass distribution p 
on E of total mass 1 such that 
tends to +co when .s tends to any point of E. Moreover, p can be chosen 
so that, with a suitable choice of points ai* in E and positive integers n, we have 
Define 
with c, = l/2%, . Then 
44 = -%(4 + jJ z c, log , 1 -1,. z, 
v=li=l ty 
and hence, putting Q = {z 1 1 z 1 < l}\E, we have that u is harmonic on $2 
and also u < 0 and: 
(9) For each a in E, lim,,, U(Z) = -co. 
(10) For each z,, on 1 z 1 = 1, lim,,,O U(Z) = 0. 
Let z, be the multiple-valued harmonic conjugate function of u on Sz. Define 
f(z) = exp(u(z) + iv(z)). f is a multiple-valued analytic function on !2 and 
1 f(z)1 is a single-valued continuous function with 0 < I f(z)1 < 1, x E 52. 
(11) lim,,, If(x)] = 0 if afzE. 
( 12) lim,,,o If(z)1 = 1 if I a, 1 = 1. 
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We extend 1 f(z); continuously to the closed unit disk. Let D2 = [(z, w) ] 
1 z / < 1, : w 1 < 1} be the bidisk and let T = {(z, w) ( 1 z I = 1, / ZL’ ~ = I} 
be the torus. We define a closed subset Y of D2 by 
Y = {(x, w) E D2 ( 1 w ~ = if(z) 
We shall next construct a uniform algebra A on Y. First, let K denote the class 
of all rational functions 
F(x, w) = $$# wm 
where 
(a) P, Q are polynomials, m is an integer 30, 
(b) every zero of Q is in E, 
(c) for every a in E, F(x, w) - 0 as (a, w) -+ (a, 0) if (a, w) E Y. 
Thus each F E K is continuous on Y. Let Kr denote the class of all functions 
where each (Pv/Qy)wv is in K and P is a polynomial. Each F in Kl is continuous 
on Y and Kl is an algebra of functions on Y containing 1, a, w. We denote 
by A the uniform closure of Kl on Y. 
Assertion 1. Fix F in Kl . Put M = maxr 1 F /. Then M < sup 1 F j taken 
over the set (T n Y) u {(a, 0) / a E E}. 
If the assertion is false, then without loss of generality there is a point (ai , wr) 
in Y with F(z, , wr) = M and M > maxTny 1 F 1 and x, $ E. Since E is a 
compact set of capacity 0, E is totally disconnected. We choose a simply 
connected domain A C !2 with xi EA possessing an arc r on {a 1 1 z / = l} 
lying on the boundary of A. Since [ wi j = j f(aJ = exp(u(z,)), we have 
wi = exp(u(z,) + i/3) for some real /3. Let v0 be the unique harmonic conjugate 
of u in A with wO(zl) = fi. Since u is zero on r, v0 is continuous on r. Put 
V(Z) = exp[(u + iv,)(z)]. Then v is analytic in A, continuous on r and 
I = wi . Hence we haveF(z, , w,) = F(z, , v(q)) = M and / F(x, v(z))1 < M 
on A. The function I ti F(x, ~(a)) is analytic in A and so by the maximum 
principle, F(z, v(x)) 3 M on d. In particular for some aa in r we have 
F(aa , ~(.a~)) = M. But (aa, v(zO)) E T n Y. So maxr,\r /F / = M. This is a 
contradiction, so the assertion holds. 
Assertion 2. The Silov boundary of A, .!?(A), is contained in T n Y. 
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The function w is in A, vanishes on the set {(a, 0) 1 a E E}, and vanishes 
nowhere else on Y. By Glicksberg’s lemma [7, p. 591 we conclude that 
I Ad% 41 G :; I g I for g in A, (x, w) E Y. 
Hence s(A) C T n Y, as asserted. 
In the following we denote by M the maximal ideal space of A and for a 
in~weputM~={m~m~M,m(z)=a}. 
Assertion 3. Fix m in M. Put x0 = m(z) and w,, = m(w). If z,, $ E, then 
I wo I G If(z 
Fix a positive integer p and let n be an integer divisible by 2~ n,“=, n,, . Then 
nc, , . . . . ~tc, are all integers. Put 
t&4 4 = fi fi ( ;I;:; ) * fi fi ( 
v=l i=l 
&y 
1 
v=li=l 
a,% 
For (z, w) E Y, we have 
because 
x - aiv 
Hence $(z, w) -+ 0 as (x, w) + (a, 0), with (z, w) E Y and a E E. So 4 E K. 
Also 1 #(z, w)l = 1 on T n Y. 
By Assertion 2, maxr / # [ = 1. Hence I m(#)l < 1. Now 9(x, w) = 
(P(z)/Q(z))wn with Q(zo) # 0 since z. $ E, so m(Q(z)#) = m(P(z)w”) and 
P(xo> m(#) =g(q won = #(x0 ) wo). 
Hence 1 #(zo, wo)\ < 1, i.e., 
5W28/3-9 
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This holds for n arbitrarily large. Taking nth roots and letting n - co gives 
Letting p + co, we get ; w,, < 1 f(.z,,)i, as asserted. 
Assertion 4. Fix a in E and m,, in Air, . Then for eachF(z, w) = (P(z)/Q(z))w” 
in K, we have m,,(F) = 0. 
Fix E > 0. Since FE K and [f(a): = 0 th ere exists 6 > 0 such that if 
(z, zu) E Y and / z - a / < 6, then / F(z, w)i < E. Since E is totally disconnected, 
we can choose a simply connected neighborhood A of a contained in 
(,z ( / z - a 1 < S} such that 3A is a simple closed Jordan curve which misses E 
and with dClxi < 1. Fix b in aA and fix m in Mb. Since aAnE = O, 
Q(b) # 0 and 
By Assertion 3, / m(w)1 < If(b)/ since b 6 E, so 
since (&f(b)) E Y and / b - a j < 6. So maxMM, /F / < E. This holds for each b 
in aA. 
Consider the set .&(A) = {m 1 m E M, m(z) E A}. This set is a neighborhood 
of m, in M\,‘?(A), b ecause z maps S(A) into / z / = 1, and so z-l(A) n S(A) = a. 
Since the topological boundary of z-l(d) in M is contained in z-l(aA) and 
since, as we saw above, / F / < E on Mb for each b in aA, the local maximum 
modulus principle yields that / m,,(F)] < E Since E was arbitrary, m,,(F) = 0, 
as asserted. 
Fix a in E now. Choose m, in M,, . Let 
be an element of Kl . Then 
m0(F) = moW + vi m. ($ (4~~). 
By Assertion 4, each term in the sum =0, so 
m&F) = ma(P) = P(mo(z)) = P(a) = F(a, 0). 
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Thus the homomorphism m, coincides on Kr with evaluation at (a, 0). Since 
K1 is dense in A, it follows that mO is evaluation at (a, 0). Thus M, contains 
exactly one element. 
Fix b in {I z 1 < l}\E. Then n/l, contains the set {(b, zu) 1 / w 1 = / f(b)l}, 
which is uncountable. In summary, we have 
THEOREM 4. Set X = T n Y. We regard the un;form algebra A as defined 
on X. Put f (z, w) = z. Then f E A and we have #f-l(a) = 1 whenever a E E, 
and #f-l(b) is uncountable wheneve-r I b I < 1 and b $ E. Thus (i), (ii), (iii) 
of the Example stated in the Introduction are satisfied. 
4. REMARK 
Brian Cole has pointed out to us that in the proof of Lemma 3 one can replace 
the use of Proposition B by the use of the following elementary Lemma: 
LEMMA (Cole). Let u be a nonnegative function on a plane region Q. Assume 
that for each polynomial P the function h F+ 1 en(A) / u(h) is subharmonic in Q. 
Then log u is subharmonic in 9. 
Proof. Putting P = 0 we see that u is subharmonic, hence upper semicon- 
tinuous in Sz and so log u is upper semicontinuous in fi. Let D be a closed 
disk contained in Sz and let za be a point in the interior of D. Fix a polynomial Q 
such that we have 
(a) log u < Re Q on aD. 
Then log u - Re Q < 0 on aD, so u exp(-Re Q) = u j exp(-Q)~ < I on 
aD. Since by hypothesis u / exp(-Q)l is subharmonic in Sz, it follows that 
I [ exp(-Q(z,))I < 1. Thus log u(z,,) - Re Q(z,,) < 0, or 
lb) 1% 44 G Re SC%>. 
Thus (a) implies (b) for every polynomial Q. It is an elementary fact that 
the condition: “(a) implies (b) f or every Q” implies subharmonicity. (For a 
proof, see L. Hormander, An Introduction to Complex Analysis in Several 
Variables, Theorem 1.63, Van Nostrand, 1966). Thus log u is subharmonic 
in Sz. Q.E.D. 
Now, in the proof of Lemma 3 we replace eBf by ep(f), where P is a polynomial, 
and the argument in the proof of Lemma 3 yields that I exp(P(h))j dB(X) is 
subharmonic in W. By the preceding Lemma, we obtain that log d, is sub- 
harmonic in W, completing the proof of Lemma 3. 
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